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11th January 2019 
 
 
Dear Parent/Carer 
 
Re: Catering Contract at Goffs Academy 
 
I asked Ben Pearce to write to you yesterday regarding catering this week at Goffs, and am now writing with a 
further update.  
 
A Trustee, Ian Denchfield and I have held a lengthy meeting this morning with Chartwells' Account Manager 
and the Head of Operations. The discussion was robust.  Chartwells apologised in full for their performance 
this week. They accepted that they were "understaffed and under-prepared." It is very clear that they did not 
in any way plan adequately for mobilisation and delivery at Goffs and that, notwithstanding all of the detailed 
information provided to them throughout the tender process, they seriously underestimated the scale of 
delivery at Goffs and associated volume that they would need. 
 
Following today’s meeting, I am confident that Chartwells now have a much better understanding of the scale 
and volume of the Goffs operation, and that they have undertaken a very necessary review of their level of 
staffing at Goffs. This will be in operation from Monday. I am not expecting a perfect service from Monday, but 
Chartwells are aware that I am categorically expecting a significantly improved service.  
When Cucina took over the Goffs catering 5 years ago we had a number of issues with initial delivery and it 
was absolutely reasonable to expect some turbulence this week; however, we certainly did not expect 
anything like what has transpired this week. I fully apologise for that.  I am feeling optimistic that we will be 
able to get matters addressed and for Chartwells to deliver on what was a highly impressive tender 
submission.  As a positive, today is fish and chip Friday, always popular, and there are numerous comments to 
say how much nicer it is than that of the previous provider.  
 
I will take whole school assembly at Goffs on Monday to update students. At these assemblies I will be also 
highlighting an immediate change to hot chocolate and coffee provision for Years 7 - 11. We have had this 
under quiet review in terms of being conscious of guidelines around sugar and caffeine intake for this age 
group. It has become clear that many students in Years 7 – 11 are buying multiple cups of both throughout the 
day. Just one cup of hot chocolate contains 15 - 20 grams of sugar. As such, from Monday, the tills will be set 
up to limit Years 7 - 11 to one cup of each only during the day; ie one hot chocolate, plus one coffee.  
We will continue to keep delivery under review and to meet daily with Chartwells. Please can I ask that you 
continue to provide us with feedback, both positive and negative?  Students should expect different food, of 
course, but that food must be of the quality we expect.  
 
I look forward to a smoother week for everyone next week. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Alison J Garner 
Executive Principal 


